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TL;DR
Winter Forms Our Character
“While I relish our warm months, winter forms our character and brings out our best.”

Monthly in a meme

Macro and markets
The clamour of hawkish central banks gives a sense of vigilance everywhere. Despite this, the case of for a bearmarket rally is gaining strength as signs of an economic slowdown raises the likelihood of less hawkish rhetoric
from the Fed. Meanwhile, Bitcoin is set to trade in line with risky assets, but we believe this is less likely to remain
in a persistent higher-in ation environment.
Digital assets
The collapse of UST/LUNA shows the Darwinian nature of digital assets. This is a key reason we believe the digital
assets ecosystem is robust and over time, we expect crises to lead to improvements that will raise con dence in
the asset class.
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N.B. For weekly macro market updates, please subscribe here.
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Winter Forms Our Character
Arrival of crypto’s winter gives us pause for thought on the direction of our industry and to articulate for our clients
how Alphabit continues to achieve its goals.
The goal
Alphabit aims to outperform Bitcoin on a risk-adjusted basis by investing in early-stage projects across the digitalassets ecosystem. The goal is always to buy more Bitcoin. Incubating projects is a key component of our process
that we expect to be return enhancing, while also having a statistically insigni cant correlation with Bitcoin over our
investment horizon.
Alphabit’s positioning
Alphabit is well positioned to achieve these goals. We have always believed that bear markets are when the best
projects are built as it offers a backdrop free of froth and hype and only the most dedicated builders remain. We
expect the current environment to be the same and are incubating numerous projects that we believe will generate
alpha due to sound fundamentals, use cases and strong teams. Our current projects offer exposure to various
sectors including gaming, education, DeFi and music. The Launchpool Techstars nalists illustrate this
diversi cation.
We have a duciary duty not only to our clients and investors, but also to the projects we invest in. This is one
reason we take a hands-on approach whilst incubating projects. We offer them help and support throughout their
journey, be it mentorship, guidance, workshops, industry contacts and much more - whatever it takes! Over the
years, we have built up a network of collaborators in the industry and this has helped us build what we believe are
best-in-class projects. We will continue this and expect it to be a solid foundation for achieving our investment
goals.
What we expect this winter
Although we do not know how long this crypto winter will last, Alphabit believes it is a positive for the industry since
it could result in some much-needed detoxi cation of the space. This would have numerous bene ts including:
- reduced nancial indexation of everything → increased focus on technology, use cases, user experience (UX)
and user interface (UI), which are required to increase adoption
- eating some humble pie → good for longer term sustainability as it should breed humility and maybe even lead to
adversarial collaboration and richer outcomes
- “wen moon, ser” becoming a dying breed → longer-term focus and prioritising onboarding users into the
ecosystem
We therefore end on the optimistic notes below to express our view.
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“While I relish our warm months, winter forms our character and brings out our best.”
Tom Allen
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Macro - We’re All Vigilant Now
Elevated in ationary pressures and increasing hawkishness from global central banks dominated the macro
backdrop in May. This started with the Fed raising its key rate by 50bps to a range of 0.75-1.00% and announcing
that quantitative tightening (“QT”) would start in June. Later in the month, this hawkish tilt was mirrored by other
central banks ranging from the ECB - lift off expected in July - to the Bank of England, with the Base Rate raised by
25bps to 1.0%. More signi cantly, in our view, were the Swiss National Bank (SNB) indicating vigilance and also
increased pressure from corporates and politicians on the Bank of Japan (BoJ) to turn less dovish, so as to stem
yen weakness and cap in ationary pressures. The SNB and the BoJ had previously been assumed to be almost
eternally dovish.
Towards the end of the month, there were concerns that US household consumption could be slowing as retailers
like Walmart and Target reported rising inventories. At the same time, initial jobless claims rising to the highest level
since January and increasing layoffs among startups (Chart 1) were both indicative of a cooling labour market.
More data will be needed to con rm this, but it is worth monitoring as a strong labour market is a key assumption
underpinning the Fed’s hawkish stance, with of cials indicating 50bps hikes at both the June and July meetings to
bring the Fed Funds rate up to a range of 1.75-2.00%.
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Chart 1
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Markets - Bitcoin’s paradox
The clamour of hawkish central banks outside the US and a marginally weakened case for US tightening could
remain a strong headwind to US dollar strength. This, in turn, may support risk assets after weakness in May.
Moreover, rising calls for policy easing in China and potential lifting of lockdown could lead to a more rosy
disposition among investors. Indeed, numerous measures in BoAML’s Fund Manager Survey in May suggested
extreme bearishness, creating conditions for seller exhaustion in the near term. As Chart 2 shows, double-digit
percent rallies are common in a bear market.
Chart 2

Source: John Authers, Bloomberg
If we are in a persistent higher-in ation environment, traditional 60/40 portfolios are likely to suffer as rates rise
(Chart 3) and hard assets offer an effective hedge (Chart 4). We believe Bitcoin ts into the latter category (“digital
gold”), but price performance may not re ect this in the current cycle as it is still viewed as a risky, long-duration
asset. As such, we expect it to continue to correlate well with equities, especially the NASDAQ. We would label this
the current Bitcoin paradox, but believe it is likely to resolve over a longer period. We expect regulation,
infrastructure to facilitate usage and institutional adoption will change the correlation of Bitcoin with other nancial
assets towards one that is like that of digital gold as it becomes a more prominent diversi er in multi-asset
portfolios.
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Chart 3
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Digital Assets - A Terra-ble Month
The collapse of algorithmic stablecoin Terra (UST) and its native token (LUNA) was the most signi cant digitalassets story in May. Internally, we agged UST as having a awed setup and not being robust to shocks or ‘death
spirals’ (meme below from a note in April).
Some went as far as calling the collapse a “Lehman moment”. We believe this overplays its signi cance, but we do
view it as a signi cant and positive development for the digital-assets ecosystem. If stablecoins can be built
stronger and better, this is likely to open the door to more users entering the ecosystem. Indeed, better coins are
already bene tting. Circle’s USDC stablecoin has been deemed to be the most secure and trustworthy since it is
backed by disclosed and liquid underlying assets. USDC has gained market share from UST and Tether’s USDT
over the past month to become the second-largest stablecoin by market cap.
What these developments say about the nature of digital assets is equally important. Speci cally, it shows the
Darwinian nature of the asset class. Only the ttest survive and those projects with weaknesses are quickly
improved or else ltered out. This is a key reason we believe the digital-assets ecosystem is robust and over time,
we expect crises to engender improvements that will raise con dence in the asset class.
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Despite the downturn, we believe that investors should HODL since this asset class is here to stay and in our view
traction is only set to increase in the medium-term. The bear market is likely to result in a stronger ecosystem that
could develop much faster than people expect: “slowly, then all at once”. We don’t expect an easy journey though,
and on the subject of HODLing, here is a timely and timeless post from Dan Held on the subject and a diagram
below to boot.

_one pager
Our mission is to be the best performing asset manager in the digital currency space.
To achieve this we take a fundamental view on the market to identify investment opportunities and allocate
assets across a range of diversi ed strategies to beat the performance of Bitcoin on a rolling annual basis. The
strategies are managed to ensure that there is less downside risk taken per unit of return versus a simple buy-and-hold
strategy for bitcoin.

seed_

automated_
strategies

trading_

Seed investment in top projects,
sourcing the best possible deals for
tokens and equity.

A quantitative approach generating
returns by trading on a fully
automated basis on the liquid assets
and in futures contracts where
available.

Discretionary trading on
higher liquidity
cryptocurrency pairs.

fund_key facts
Fund Name: Alphabit Fund
Fund Advisor: Alphabit Limited
Fund Manager: Dalma Capital
Fund Administrator: Apex Fund Services
Bank: Northern Trust Bank
Auditors: RSM International
Legal: Walkers LLP
Dealing / Liquidity: Monthly

Currencies: USD / EUR / GBP / AED
Registration: Cayman Islands Monetary Authority (CIMA)
Fund Type: Open Ended
Incorporation: Cayman Islands
Management Fees: 2.5 % of NAV
Performance Fees: 45 % of Alpha*
Minimum Holding Period: 90 days
Redemption Fees: None

(*Alpha is the outperformance of the fund against BTC as measured by the Sortino ratio)

seed_investments

team
Alphabit’s team comprises of seasoned professionals with experience in Investment Banking, Trading, Risk Management and
Blockchain technologies providing us with an advantage over our competitors:
Liam D Robertson CFA, CAIA
CEO & Fund Manager
Chris Kitze
Chairman Board of Directors
Andrew Ivison
Director
Matt Freeman
Legal Counsel

Saeed Aldarmaki
Director
Oscar Lindley Smith
Head of Investments
Eleanor Rooney
Senior Quantitative Analyst
Ross Lawson
Portfolio Manager

Felix Oram
Head of Operations
Shane McQuillan
VP Strategy
Tom Dickens
Head of Marketing
Aaron Weener
Portfolio Analyst

Ozzie Ahmet
Fundamental Analyst
Michael Terpin
Special Advisor
Lyndon Barreto, CFA
Chief Economist

fund_partners
Accelerator Partner

Launchpad

Auditors
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Investment Manager

Fund Administrator

Launchpad

Legal Advisor

Legal Advisor

Disclaimer :

This article is for informational purposes only, it is not investment advice and we disclaim any and all our liability for
the provided information. It involves a number of assumptions, risks, uncertainties and other statements; actual
results may differ materially from such statements. No representation or warranty (expressed or implied) is made as
to, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the provided information or opinions contained in this
article and nothing contained in this article should be relied upon as a promise, representation or indication of the
future performance of any asset. Any information contained in this article does not constitute an offer or invitation to
purchase or subscribe for any interest in any asset and no part of it shall form the basis of or be relied upon in
connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. Any logos and trademarks are displayed in this article for
information/educational purposes only and do not constitute any endorsement of any offering or any investment
product.

